
ELLIS PARK Program Selections July 21, 2018

Race 1:  Higher Factor drops in class and is under the care of a top barn. This one loves the 
turf and has a versatile running style. Wicked Stride has the connections and back class to 
handle these. Aviator Parks is best of the rest. 

Selections: 6-5-1

Race 2:  Curlabella is a standout in here, and her trainer is a on a heater as of late. Alteration 
wasn’t persevered with in her last outing. She gets a positive jockey change and figures in here. 
Tiz Howies Hope may add some value to the exotics. 

Selections: 7-5-1

Race 3: Sovereign Impact is bred for today’s sprint distance and has an impressive worktab. 
He is trained by Denzik, who doesn't run a large number of horses, but is a very good trainer. 
Mr. Money was a 130K yearling purchase whose sire wins nearly 17% with 1st timers. His 
trainer wins at 20% first out of the box. Vicksburg is by the hot sire, Twirling Candy, and has 
some good morning workouts. His dam, has 5 winners from 8 starters, and has to be 
considered in a wide open race. 

 Selections: 2-5-7

Race 4: Cape Time drops in class and is the main threat in here. Beacon of Light had some 
slight traffic trouble at the break last out and gets Graham back in the tack. Caperton has the 
pedigree to indicate she should take to the turf and will be a huge price. 

Selections:  7-10-4

Race 5: Profound Legacy was transferred to the Wilkes barn in mid June. She won on debut 
and took some action that day. Her win was at Emerald Downs but she did it impressively, and 
received some good numbers in doing so. Give her a slight edge here. Kristizar easily disposed 
of her five rivals here on opening day and is the main danger to my top pick. You can box these 
top two until they run out of tickets. Premium Passion was ultra impressive winning on debut in 
Shelbyville. 

Selections: 4-3-2
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Race 6:  American Royal takes a drop in class and has lured Brian Hernandez to take the call. 
This one should sit a good stalking position and will be rolling late. Attaining finished right 
behind my top pick last out and has to be considered. Fast Girl returns to a more suitable level 
and could upset the apple cart in here. She stretches out today and has the speed to steal this 
on the front end. 

Selections: 7-6-5

Race 7:  Mrs Howell has some impressive workouts at Keeneland and could be overlooked at 
a price. Angel of Mischief is bred for this distance and has a strong series of works in 
Louisville. Norm has won with 2 of his 3 first time starters since going out on his own and this 
one is well spotted here. American Glory is better than her debut. I think you can draw a line 
through that race. Look for a much improved effort today. 

Selections: 7-3-1

Race 8:  Princess Warrior is the class of the field. She was beaten just 3 lengths in a G3 
sophomore stake at GP in her lone turf start. She was the runner up in the G1 Alcibiades in her 
second lifetime start. She may get back on track and improve with the blinkers on today. Don’t 
Tell Marge was a hard fought second against a solid field at CD. She is making her third start 
off the layoff and is a major contender. Jing won her last out in her seasonal debut. She tries 
hard everytime, and has never been beaten more the 3/4 of a length. 

 Selections: 5-2-7

Race 9:  Ninth Street is the horse to beat. He has a serious turf pedigree and should have no 
problem with the added distance. There is rain in the forecast, and should this race come off the 
grass, Mr. Ankeny will be a major player. Mr. Sarcastic ran on willingly to finish fifth on debut. 
He gets lasix for the first time and should appreciate the extra ground. 

Selections: 3-14-11 


